Adaptive evolution frequently occurs in episodic bursts, localized to a few sites in a gene, and to a small number of lineages in a phylogenetic tree. A popular class of "branch-site" evolutionary models provides a statisticalframework to search for evidence of such episodic selection. For computational tractability, current branch-site models unrealistically assume that all branches in the tree can be partitioned a priori into two rigid classes-"foreground" branches that are allowed to undergo diversifying selective bursts and "background" branches that are negatively selected or neutral. We demonstrate that this assumption leads to unacceptably high rates of false positives or false negatives when the evolutionary process along background branches strongly deviates from modeling assumptions. To address this problem, we extend Felsenstein's pruning algorithm to allow efficient likelihood computations for models in which variation over branches (and not just sites) is described in the random effects likelihood framework. This enables us to model the process at every branch-site combination as a mixture of three Markov substitution models-our model treats the selective class of every branch at a particular site as an unobserved state that is chosen independently of that at any other branch. When benchmarked on a previously published set of simulated sequences, our method consistently matched or outperformed existing branch-site tests in terms of power and error rates. Using three empirical data sets, previously analyzed for episodic selection, we discuss how modeling assumptions can influence inference in practical situations.
Introduction
The inference of selection from molecular data, both along a sequence (Nielsen and Yang 1998; Suzuki and Gojobori 1999; Yang et al. 2000) and over the evolutionary tree (Yang and Nielsen 2002; Kosakovsky Pond and Frost 2005a) , has been an area of active research and unrelenting debate (Suzuki and Nei 2004; Wong et al. 2004; Nozawa et al. 2009 ). Selective pressures can vary over both sites and time, resulting in bursts of selection localized to a subset of sites and a small number of lineages, for example, Messier and Stewart (1997) .
A class of methods, termed "branch-site" tests (Yang and Nielsen 2002) , was the first to offer a model-based phylogenetic hypothesis testing framework for deciding whether or not a lineage (or lineages) of interest had undergone adaptive change. Branch-site tests measure selective pressure by ω, the ratio of nonsynonymous (β) to synonymous (α) substitution rates, and if a proportion of sites in the sequence provides statistically significant support for ω > 1 along the lineages of interest, then episodic positive selection is inferred. The original formulation of the method suffered from high rates of false positives when the model assumptions were violated (Zhang 2004) because the model could misidentify relaxed selective constraints as evidence of diversifying selection and was subsequently revised to address that shortcoming (Zhang et al. 2005) . Typically, the lineages to be tested ("foreground" lineages) were specified a priori, until a recent extension outlined and benchmarked a sequential testing approach to examine whether any single lineage was under selection (Anisimova and Yang 2007) . These branch-site methods have been used extensively, with well over 1,000 citations to date, highlighting the interest of the evolutionary community in being able to identify instances of episodic selection. Alternative approaches to capturing variable selective pressures include the covarion models of Guindon et al. (2004) and a full Bayesian treatment in the framework of Rodrigue et al. (2010) .
In the context of codon evolutionary models, the selective profile of site D s in a multiple sequence alignment can be characterized by the collection of branch-specific ω values, (ω 1 , . . . , ω B ), denoted Ω s , where B equals the total number of branches in the phylogeny. Existing branchsite models use three alignment-wide (i.e., shared by all sites) ratios ω − < ω N = 1 ω + to model strong conservation, Detecting Episodic Diversifying Selection · doi:10.1093/molbev/msr125
1. An illustration of episodic selection profiles at a single site with three possible regimes: negative, neutral (or nearly neutral), and diversifying selection along a branch. Panel (A ) depicts the phylogeny used for discussion in the text and to carry out robustness simulations; Branch 5 is designated as foreground (FG) , and the remaining four branches as background (BG). Panel (B ) illustrates the four a priori selective profiles allowed by the model of Zhang et al. (2005) . Panel (C ) shows 2 of 239 possible selective profiles not modeled by current branch-site models; these profiles are used in robustness simulations (see Methods).
neutral evolution, and diversifying selection, respectively. Assuming these three ω ratios ( fig. 1 ) with no further restrictions, each site can follow one of 3 B possible selective profiles-the number of different ways to assign the B branches to the three different selection rate bins. However, it is unclear how to determine which of these selective profiles or, equivalently, assignments of branches to selection rate bins is the most appropriate at a given site.
One approach (Yang and Nielsen 2002) is to model each site using only four predefined profiles regardless of the size of the phylogeny. More specifically, 1) every branch belongs either to the a priori known foreground class, which is allowed to experience diversifying selection, or the "background" class, which evolves under purifying selection or neutrally and 2) at a given site, there is no variation in selection strength (ω) among background branches, with all foreground branches either sharing the selection strength of the background or being under shared diversifying selection ( fig. 1B ) . Clearly, these options are not exhaustive: For example, neither variable strength of selection among background or foreground nor positive selection along background branches is allowed. We refer to this approach as the restricted branch-site (rBS) model because the number of selective profiles is limited to the four a priori defined scenarios. Given a 4-taxon tree ( fig. 1) , and three selection parameters (as in fig. 1B ), there are 3 5 = 243 possible selection configurations, only four of which are accounted for by the branch-site model. The number of ω configurations grows as K B , where K is the number of rate classes, thus making it unlikely that any four selection profiles chosen a priori are going to be sufficiently representative. Because there are no compelling biological reasons to expect that any two branches in the phylogenetic tree will have the same ω at any given site, we do not expect these four predefined selective profiles to provide an adequate description of complex biological data. This model was likely motivated by the need to avoid overfitting in the case of small sample sizes; however, we argue that if branches with differing selective pressures are incorrectly assigned to the same class, likelihood ratio test (LRT)-based branch-site methods can be positively misleading. In this manuscript, we present one case where they falsely identify positive selection on a neutrally evolving lineage (Type I or false positive error), and another where they fail to detect positive selection on a lineage with ω > 1 (Type II or false negative error). In addition, if several branches are claimed to be under positive selection by setting the foreground to one branch at a time, as is done by the sequential testing procedure of Anisimova and Yang (2007) , this creates a logical inconsistencywhen a branch is found to be under selection, the model under which this was established implies that no other branch could be under positive selection.
We introduce a new class of models in which substitution rates may vary from branch to branch and from site to site. We incorporate this variation via "random effects"-unobserved strengths of selection at sites and branches are incorporated using a discrete or a discretized parametric probability distribution. Parameters defining the distribution are estimated jointly from all sites using maximum likelihood. Random effects likelihood (REL) and complementary fixed effects likelihood (FEL) models are standard tools in statistical modeling. Both types of model have been used to allow sitewise rate variation in phylogenetic models-see Kosakovsky Pond and Frost (2005b) for an overview. Nucleotide REL models were first introduced in Yang (1994) , where rates over sites in a nucleotide alignment followed a discretized unit-mean gamma distribution (the now ubiquitous +Γ 4 model). Nielsen and Yang (1998) and Yang et al. (2000) applied REL models to codon data in order to identify signatures of natural selection, whereas Kosakovsky Pond and Frost (2005b) and Massingham and Goldman (2005) used FEL models for the same purpose. For all these models, likelihoods of individual sites are computed by Felsenstein's pruning algorithm (Felsenstein 1981) . However, as we show later, the direct application of the pruning algorithm is intractable for REL models with branchwise as well as sitewise rate variation. It is presumably for this reason that, to date, branch models (Yang 1998; Kosakovsky Pond and Frost 2005a) have only been implemented in the FEL framework and branch-site models only as a four-category sitewise REL model. Our solution involves a simple extension of the pruning algorithm which makes it feasible to implement not only the model proposed here but also several other branch-site REL models.
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The extended pruning algorithm computes the likelihood of each site, treating the selection site profile Ω s as an unobserved variable, under the assumption that the probability of observing a substitution rate at a branch is independent of all other branches. Computationally, our algorithm is equivalent to replacing the standard Markov evolutionary model at a single phylogenetic branch with a mixture of three Markov models (one each for ω − , ω N , and ω + ), where the mixing coefficients and ω rates are inferred for each branch along with branch lengths, nucleotide substitution biases, and other alignment-wide parameters. Just like existing branch-site methods (Anisimova and Yang 2007) , we use sequential likelihood ratio testing to identify which branches support a model with episodic diversifying selection. Unlike existing methods, however, our approach is unrestricted and considers every possible site profile, thus avoiding some of the prominent issues posed by model misspecification and further allows ω rates to vary independently from branch to branch and site to site.
Using an extensive collection of simulated sequences from Anisimova and Yang (2007) , we perform a direct comparison of the unrestricted branch-site (uBS) model with the existing, restricted, approach (rBS) to evaluate Type I error and power. We also reinvestigate three empirical data sets that had been previously analyzed with the standard or sequential branch-site method and discover that many, but not all, of the original inferences are supported by our mixture model. Lastly, we report selective episodes not previously detected.
Methods

Codon Model Specification
To facilitate our presentation of episodic selection methods, we first briefly review maximum likelihood codon phylogenetic models (although see Delport et al. 2009 and Kosiol 2009 for detailed reviews). These models assume that substitutions along a branch of a phylogenetic tree can be described by an appropriately parameterized continuous-time stationary Markov process, defined by its instantaneous rate matrix, Q , with elements that describe the rate of substitution of codon i with codon j :
Here, δ(i , j ) is the number of nucleotide differences between codons i and j , π ij denote the equilibrium frequency parameters (e.g., π AAA ,AAC = q 3 C , π ACC ,AAC = q 2 A ), θ ij are the nucleotide mutational biases, and r (A i , A j ) = r (A j , A i ) are the relative substitution rates between amino acids encoded by codons i and j . In the most general model, each of these r (A i , A j )'s can be independently estimated (see Delport et al. 2010 ), but here we follow the common approach of allowing only two rates: α for synonymous (A i = A j ) and β for nonsynonymous (A i = A j ) substitutions. Their ratio, β/α, is the familiar selection parameter, ω.
The equilibrium frequency parameters may be estimated empirically either as the product of position-specific nucleotide frequencies (Goldman and Yang 1994) or as the position-specific frequency of the target nucleotide (Muse and Gaut 1994) . Because we have previously identified biases using such empirical approaches , we use corrected estimates (CF3 × 4) of nucleotide frequency parameters. Given a phylogenetic tree T ( fig. 1) , with B branches and branch lengths t i , i = 1, . . . , B , the likelihood of changing from state i to j at a site along branch b in time t b is given by the (i , j ) element of the transition matrix P Q (t b ) = e Qt b . Subsequently, the likelihood of observing the alignment is evaluated as the product of site-likelihoods (with sites ranging from 1 to the number S of sites in the alignment), each of which is calculated using the standard pruning algorithm (Felsenstein 1981) given the data, a phylogenetic tree, T , and instantaneous rate matrix, Q .
Sitewise REL Models
Before extending Felsenstein's pruning algorithm, we first summarize how it is used in the context of the commonly used class of sitewise REL models. We pick our notation to allow extension to other types of REL models in the sections that follow. Throughout, we consider only the case of a finite number of discrete categories; extension to continuousvalued unobserved variables is straightforward, but computationally impractical, at least in the standard frequentist phylogenetic framework.
In a sitewise REL model, we think of each site as belonging to a site category, with the possible site categories ranging from 1 to K . For notational convenience, we present the special case where the categories differ only in terms of their ω values-allowing us to denote the category for site s by ω s . Considering all sites simultaneously, the configuration of categories over all sites is a vector Ω ∀ b = (ω 1 , . . . , ω S ), where the subscript makes it explicit that this configuration is shared by all branches. We model the joint probability of the configuration as the product of independent factors:
The individual category probabilities P (ω s ) are shared across all sites. Although the independence of sites is a standard assumption in the literature and allows for a particularly efficient likelihood calculation, it is not necessary. For example, P (Ω ∀ b ) has been modeled as a Hidden Markov process to permit spatial correlations among site categories (Felsenstein and Churchill 1996) . Another alternative to the model assumption of equation (2) would have been to allow only a small number of configurations. For example, we could imagine a model where sites are divided a priori into "buried" and "exposed" residues (e.g., Yang and Swanson 2002) and propose the following four configurations: 1) all sites conserved; 2) all sites evolving neutrally; 3) buried sites conserved and exposed sites under positive selection; and 4) buried sites evolving MBE neutrally and exposed sites under positive selection. One could calculate the alignment-wide likelihood under each configuration and infer which of the configurations fits the data best. We mention this not because we think it is a good model (surely, it would not be biologically realistic to assume such a limited number of possible configurations) but because it is directly analogous to the existing branchsite model of Zhang et al. (2005) . Our contribution in this manuscript is to upgrade from a branch-site model with four prechosen configurations such as these to one that is analogous to a REL model where the categories of different sites are independent.
Returning to standard sitewise REL models, the likelihood of the data D s observed at site s (conditioned implicitly on non-ω model parameters) is
where the first sum is over all site categories, A denotes a vector of ancestral node states, and the sum over A is taken over all possible such vectors. Labeling each nonroot node with the number of its parental branch, and the root node as 0, we can write this out more fully using
where A b denotes the state at node b and pa(b ) is the parent node of b . The task of Felsenstein's pruning algorithm is to calculate the sum
which, because each of the terms (5) depends only on a local part of the tree (a child and parent node and the branch connecting them), can be factorized efficiently and calculated by means of a postorder tree traversal. In what follows, we retain this property so that the same tree traversal remains an efficient way to calculate the desired likelihood.
Branch-Site REL Models
To define a branch-site REL model, we replace our sitewise category variable ω s with a branch-site category variable ω bs . Each branch-site combination is considered to belong to one of our K categories. We still aim to calculate the likelihood for a single site s, so we consider the configuration Ω s = (ω 1s , . . . , ω Bs ) of branch categories. Our new approach is based on the observation that if the branch categories are independent, so that
then the likelihood at a site can be computed efficiently without the need to apply the pruning algorithm for every possible value of Ω s . By definition,
Changing the order of summations, this can be written as follows:
This is identical to the quantity calculated by Felsenstein's algorithm except for the presence of the P (ω bs ) terms and the summations over ω values. Thinking algorithmically, and as indicated in equation (10) 
Consequently, we can rewrite equation (10):
The summation in parentheses can be viewed as the transition probability matrix of a mixture of K Markov substitution models, with P (A b |A pa(b ) , ω bs , t b ) being the model-specific likelihoods at branch b , and P (ω b ) being the mixing proportions. If Q ω bs is the rate matrix associated with ω bs (as in equation (1)), then this transition probability matrix can be computed as
The sum over A in equation (11) can be carried out efficiently using Felsenstein's pruning algorithm, with the transition matrices along each branch defined as K -process mixtures as above. In other words, in order to compute the likelihood of an alignment site, we first assume that the probability of a particular selective regime at a branch is independent of that at any other branch, and apply the pruning algorithm as usual, except that the substitution model along each branch is given as the mixture of equation (12).
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Depending on how the mixing coefficients and the transition matrices in equation (12) are parameterized, we can obtain different types of branch-site models. In principle, for every branch-site combination (b , s), there could be K independently estimated mixing proportions P (ω bs ) and selection parameters ω bs . However, this approach will yield a model with considerably more parameters than observations. Three simpler model types appear promising.
Nonspecific Branch-Site REL. ω bs and P (ω bs ) for each category K are shared by all branches and sites. There are K alignment-wide ω parameters (Ω k ), and the probability that P (ω bs = Ω k ) = q k is described by an alignment-wide frequency parameter q k , k q k = 1. This is a simple model with 2K − 1 parameters estimated from the entire alignment but may not incorporate enough biological realism. We used it as the first step of the optimization process for our more complex model to obtain initial parameter estimates.
Site-Specific Branch-Site REL. P (ω bs ) is a function of s, that is, every site (or more precisely site pattern) has its own set of mixing coefficients, shared across all branches. ω bs are shared by all sites and branches. This model has KS + K − S parameters: K Ω k parameters estimated jointly from the alignment and S sets of q sk mixing parameters, with k q sk = 1, ∀ s = 1, . . . , S , so that P (ω bs = Ω k ) = q sk . Because the number of parameters grows with the size of the alignment, the model will be asymptotically ill behaved. However, for fixed length alignments with many sequences, it may be possible to learn sitespecific mixing parameters reliably. 
Branch-Specific
A New Test for Episodic Selection
We define and fit a branch-specific branch-site REL model (termed unrestricted branch site or uBS). For consistency with several existing REL models, we restrict ω at every branch to take on one of K = 3 values ω , representative of strong and weak conservation and positive diversifying selection. In our experience (e.g., see , models that permit multiple classes of sites with ω < 1 fit protein-coding sequence alignments much better than those with one of the ω values fixed at 1. We denote their mixing proportions q = 1. Each of these models, therefore, disallows diversifying selection along a single branch while leaving all other background branches unrestricted. Compare this with the requirement that all background branches have uniform neutral or negative selection regimes in the standard branch-site model (Zhang et al. 2005) . As described most recently in Anisimova and Yang (2007) , the evidence for positive selection along branch b can be evaluated by a LRT using the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic defined by (χ 2 1 + χ 2 0 )/2 (Self and Liang 1987) . If B branches are tested in sequence, it is necessary to correct the nominal significance level for each individual test to control the cumulative (or family wise) error rate of the tests. Anisimova and Yang (2007) compared multiple such corrections in the context of branch-site methods and reported that their performance was broadly similar. With that in mind, we settled on the correction procedure due to Holm (1979) , which is more powerful and as easy to compute as the simple Bonferroni correction. Briefly, if the desired Type I error for the event "any of the B tests is a false positive under the null model" is α, then the testing procedure first ranks p values for each individual test in increasing order p
Our testing procedure uses a single alternative hypothesis and requires that B + 1 model fits be performed, whereas the testing procedure of Anisimova and Yang (2007) demands the fitting of 2B models because a different null and alternative pair must be evaluated for each branch.
Evaluating the Robustness of the rBS Model
We simulated data according to two selection scenarios along a 4-taxon tree ( fig. 1A ) using the codon substitution model defined above, with equal codon equilibrium frequencies (π = 1/61) and the HKY85 (Hasegawa et al. 1985) nucleotide substitution biases (i.e., θ ac = θ at = θ cg = θ gt = 2; θ ag = θ ct = 1). This choice of base frequencies and nucleotide substitution biases will deemphasize the differences in how frequency parameters and nucleotide substitution biases are modeled in rBS and uBS.
First (robustness simulation 1, RS1), we designated branch 5 ( fig. 1 A ) as a neutrally evolving foreground, that is, the one to be tested for episodic diversifying selection by the models), branch (ω = 1), whereas background branches 1 and 3 were simulated under strong diversifying selection (ω = 10), and background branches 2 and 4-under strong purifying selection (ω = 0.1). This scenario was crafted to include variable selection along background branches which is not handled by any of the four classes of the branch-site model, and hence the standard branch-site test of selection along branch 5 will be fitting the data using two incorrect models. Second (RS2), we designated branch 5 as a positively selected foreground branch (ω = 2), whereas background branches 1 and 2 are under strong diversifying selection (ω = 10) and background branches 3 and 4 are under strong purifying selection (ω = 0.05). These two scenarios are designed Detecting Episodic Diversifying Selection · doi:10.1093/molbev/msr125 MBE to explore the asymptotic behavior of the tests and use sequences longer than most genes. A test with poor asymptotic properties when a specific model assumption is violated may appear to behave acceptably on smaller samples due to, for example, lack of power. If test errors increase with sample size, this may point to fundamental issues with the approach.
Evaluating the Performance of the Unrestricted Branch-Site Model Anisimova and Yang (2007) generated several thousand alignments under seven selective regimes, three of which included no positive selection (to test for Type I error or false positives) and four included varying extents of diversifying selective pressure (to assess Type II error or power). These simulation alignments were kindly provided by the authors, and we reanalyzed the data for a direct comparison with our approach. For complete details on these simulations, we refer the reader to table 2 and text in Anisimova and Yang (2007) . Briefly, either 4 or 8 taxon balanced trees were used for simulations, with 1,000 (4 taxa) or 200 (8 taxa) 300-codon long replicates/scenario.
In addition, we test our approach in a high information content setting, using sequences with 1,000 codons simulated along a 16-taxon balanced tree (supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online). We subdivide the length of the sequence into three partitions, such that a site is simulated under one of three potential selection models. The first two models are homogeneous with respect to the tree and encompass purifying selection (ω = 0.1) and neutrality (ω = 1) with proportions, p 1 = 0.8 and p 2 = 0.05, respectively. Finally, the third model, with proportion p 3 = 0.15, is heterogeneous with respect to the tree, comprising neutral evolution (ω = 1) at all branches, except a set of three branches at which strong diversifying selection is simulated (ω = 5). We considered two modifications of this scenario: a lower proportion of selected sites (p 2 = 0.15, p 3 = 0.05) or weaker selection (ω = 2 in the third model).
Finally, we reexamine three empirical alignments previously analyzed for evidence of episodic selection: a data set consisting of 19 lysozyme c sequences (S = 130 codons) from primates, initially analyzed by Messier and Stewart (1997) ; CD2 gene sequences (S = 187 codons) coding for a cell adhesion molecule located on the surface of certain type of lymphocyte, isolated from 10 mammalian species and originally analyzed by Lynn et al. (2005) ; and 10 mammalian sequences (S = 1, 162 codons) of the tumor suppressor gene BRCA1 (Zhang et al. 2005 ).
Implementation
The model is implemented as a collection of HyPhy 
Results
Test Performance on Simulated Data
We applied our uBS sequential selection test to parametric replicates generated under seven different selection profiles previously used by Anisimova and Yang (2007) to evaluate the original sequential branch-site test for detecting episodic selection (Zhang et al. 2005) and to two additional sets robustness simulations. Details of simulation results are collated in table 1.
1. When sequences are simulated under rBS assumptions ( fig. 1 ), that is, those which conform to the null or the alternative model of Zhang et al. (2005) , both uBS and rBS perform comparably (NC1, NC2, and SC in table 1), with similar family wise error rates (FWER) and power. It is encouraging that our unrestricted method does not appear to be strongly underpowered compared with rBS, even when the data are simulated to favor the former (38% vs. 44% power on SC with one sequence). The same holds for data generated under models which deviate from rBS assumptions but not too strongly (NI, SI1 in table 1). 2. The advantages of uBS over rBS become apparent when the assumptions of the latter are inappropriate for the data (SI2 and SI3). Already, in the SI2 scenario, where two branches are experiencing episodic diversifying selection, uBS provides a considerable boost in power for 8-taxon trees (63% vs. 48.5%). The greatest difference between our approach and rBS is revealed in the SI3 simulation scenario, when four background branches in a 4-taxon tree were simulated under episodic selection, whereas the single foreground branch was evolved neutrally or under purifying selection. The intent of SI3 in Anisimova and Yang (2007) was to violate the assumptions of the rBS model as much as conceivably possible and investigate how this would reflect on Type I errors. Although the rBS model controlled the rates of false positives (FWER 1.7%), it suffered a severe loss of power-the cumulative power was reported at only 35.3%, despite pervasive episodic selection in this case. In contrast, uBS achieved 92.5% power while maintaining FWER of 6.0%. 3. Given sufficient deviations from modeling assumptions (RS1, RS2 in table 1), rBS tests for selection on foreground branches can be severely misleading. For RS1, the null model (ω 2 = 1) is rejected in favor the alternative model (ω 2 1), implying positive selection along the neutral lineage five with frequencies much higher than the nominal error rate of the tests, and a very skewed distribution of the p-values (supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online). The null hypothesis rejection rate increases as the length (S codons) of the alignment is increased. For example, at test p = 0.05, the null model was rejected 12/100 times for S = 1, 000, 31/100 times for S = 2, 000, 74/100 times for S = 5, 000, and in 97/100 cases for S = 10, 000. Nominal p-values are commonly interpreted as the acceptable rate of false positives of the test, hence p = 0.05 should result in about 5/100 false rejections of the null. Lowering p = 10 −4 still yields 34/100 false positives for S = 10, 000, suggesting that the rate of false positives is difficult to control. The estimate of ω along lineage 5 is biased, with meanω ≈ 1.4 and variance inversely proportional to sample size. On the same data, uBS had well-controlled rates of false positives, which did not correlate with the length of the alignments. For RS2, the rBS test now performs as if the null model (ω = 1 on branch 5) were correct-the rate of rejections is similar to the rate expected under the null model and the ω 2 estimate is now biased downward to ω 2 ≈ 1.0 and very low power (2-5%) to detect selection along branch 5 (table 1) . We observed shrinking estimator variances for larger sample sizes ( fig. S2) , showing that the lack of power is not due to insufficient sample sizes. In contrast, uBS showed very low rates of false positives on the negatively selected branches (0%) and power ranging from 44% (S = 1, 000) to 100% (S = 10, 000) on the interior branch of the tree simulated to be under diversifying selection.
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Test Performance as a Function the Strength and Extent of Episodic Selection
For the 16-taxon tree and 1, 000-codon long sequences with lineages A, B, and AB (supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online) are under positive diversifying selection, we observed the following test performance.
15% of Sites under Selection with ω = 5. uBS achieved 100% power and FWER of 2%, demonstrating that larger and more informative alignments allow the test to be more discriminative and accurate, as expected. For the same data set, rBS was surprisingly conservative with 0% FWER, but only 6% power.
5% of Sites under Selection with ω = 5. uBS achieved only 9% power at FWER of 2%, demonstrating that if too few sites are under selection, the ability of the test to detect episodic selection is severely impacted.
15% of Sites under Selection with ω = 2. uBS attained 8% power at FWER of 3%, indicating that a weak selection signal is considerably more difficult to identify.
Empirical Data Applications
First, we analyzed CD2 gene sequences coding for a cell adhesion molecule located on the surface of certain types of lymphocytes. These sequences were isolated from ten mammalian species and were previously analyzed by Lynn et al. (2005) using a branch (no site-to-site variation) method (Yang 1998 ) and more recently by Anisimova and Yang (2007) with a branch-site method. Lynn and colleagues found that lineages leading to pig, cow, horse, cat, the (pig and cow) ancestor (lineage 3 in fig. 2A ), and the primate clade ancestral lineage (13) were under positive selection because the mean point estimate of ω at those branches exceeded one and the branch heterogeneity test (Yang 1998) rejected the hypothesis that all lineages were under the same selective pressure. Anisimova and Yang (2007) (2007) but also identifies two additional lineages-the horse lineage and the most recent common ancestor of the primate clade. Neither of these lineages approached significance in the analysis of Anisimova and Yang, but because CD2 appears to have undergone extensive episodic selection at multiple lineages, the assumptions of the rBS test are likely to be violated in these data, for example, leading to loss of power by rBS (as was shown in SI3 simulations). The patterns of episodic selection were complex ( fig. 2A and table 2) , with marked differences in the extent (proportion) and strength (ω + ) of selection along different lineages. Interestingly, Branches 6 (not reported by Lynn et al. 2005 ) and 13 (not reported by Anisimova and Yang 2007) Next, we reexamined a data set consisting of 19 lysozyme c sequences from primates initially analyzed by Messier and Stewart (1997) and more recently by Zhang et al. (2005) . The authors suspected positive selection along the lineage leading to the colobine monkeys and hominoids for which the lysozyme protein may have acquired a different digestive function that allows them to lyse symbiotic bacteria. Yang (1998) confirmed positive selection along the hominoid lineage (and elevated ω compared with background on the colobine lineage) using codon models that permitted no site-to-site rate variation. Indeed, it appears that if one assumes negative or neutral selection elsewhere on the phylogeny, the "average" strength of selection along the lineages of interest exceeds or approaches one. It was therefore somewhat unexpected that more sensitive rBS models did not find evidence of episodic diversifying selection along the two lineages (Zhang et al. 2005) . uBS reached the same conclusion-no single lineage had sufficient statistical support for episodic diversifying selection under a sequential (branch at a time) test. The inferred selective mixture for the hominoid ancestral lineages (28 in fig. 2B ) showed 18.2% of sites under very strong selection ω > 100 and an uncorrected p-value of 0.008, that is, were we to test only for selection only along this lineage based on a priori information, we would find episodic diversifying selection at p < 0.05. For the colobine ancestral lineage (8 in fig. 2B ), 100% of sites were allocated to the positive selection regime (ω = 3.4), yet the test p-value was only 0.10.
The last data set we analyzed contains ten mammalian sequences of the tumor suppressor gene BRCA1. Zhang et al. (2005) previously analyzed eight of these sequences as the chimpanzee and human lineages are suspected to be under positive selection but found no evidence of positive selection along any lineages. Our sequential analysis found evidence of episodic diversifying selection on the lineage ancestral to primates and lemurs (Branch 15 in fig. 2C ) with 3.3% of sites in the ω + = 17.3 class. The human lineage shows borderline (uncorrected) significance with p = 0.076 (all sites under weaker positive selection, ω = 2.26), whereas the chimpanzee lineage is not significant (uncorrected MBE sets revealed slight differences from published results and confirmed the lower power of sequential rBS methods to detect short bursts of strong selection in a data set subject to pervasive episodic selection.
Much future work remains, however. First, there is no clear understanding of what extent and strength of selection, data sizes, and divergence levels are necessary for episodic selection tools to be appropriately powered, yet not subject to excessive false positive rates. Even based on our limited 16-taxon simulations, it is apparent that uBS rapidly loses power when the proportion of sites under selection is too small or when selective pressures are relaxed. Second, does the location of lineages under selection in the phylogeny (e.g., tips vs. deep internal branches) influence our ability to infer selection? Simulations in this study suggest that there may be more power to detect recent episodic selection at terminal branches, but a more systematic exploration is necessary. Third, how does one go about automatically pooling branches together to boost the power to detect weaker selection that affects the same set of sites in multiple lineages-a good example would be HIV evolution to independently acquire drug-resistance mutations in lineages that represent patients on treatment (Seoighe et al. 2007 ). Fourth, much of episodic selection is likely to be directional rather than diversifying, hence models must be adapted to include this type of selection as well (e.g., Delport et al. 2008; Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2008) . Fifth, might it be beneficial to relax the assumption of constant synonymous rates (Kosakovsky Pond and Muse 2005)? Sixth, naive, or Bayes empirical Bayes approaches developed for rBS for detecting individual sites subject to episodic diversifying selection ), need to be adapted to and evaluated in the context of uBS.
Based on the results, theoretical considerations and computational feasibility presented in this manuscript, we advocate our mixture approach over current tools for the detection of episodic diversifying selection (Anisimova and Yang 2007) . Unlike Nozawa et al. (2009) , who propounded a severely underpowered (and difficult to extend) counting method for lineage-specific selection detection and made a number of strong claims recently refuted by Yang and dos Reis (2011), we espouse the view that likelihood modelbased approaches are a much more appealing way forward. We are convinced that continued improvements in biological realism of evolutionary models, underpinned by gains in computing power and algorithmic development, will provide evolutionary biologists with the tools to better characterize fundamental adaptive processes. uBS demonstrates the potential for continued extension of classical frequentist and hypothesis testing approaches to parallel recent seminal developments in Bayesian approaches to fitting complex substitution models (e.g., Rodrigue et al. 2010 ).
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